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Metabarcoding mosquitoes:
MinION sequencing of bulk
samples gives accurate species
profiles for vector
surveillance (Culicidae)
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Sujatha Narayanan Kutty3 and Nalini Puniamoorthy1*

1Department of Biological Sciences, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2Military
Medicine Institute (MMI), Singapore Armed Forces, Singapore, Singapore, 3Tropical Marine Science
Institute, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore
Mosquitoes (Family: Culicidae) are dominant vectors of pathogens, and their

surveillance has been incorporated into major disease control programs

worldwide. However, routine, species-level identification of mosquitoes is

often a bottleneck for management, and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

platforms and DNA metabarcoding can revolutionize this process. MinION

nanopore technologies promise on-site sequencing and rapid sample

processing rates ideal for time-sensitive biosurveillance. Here, we benchmark

the results of DNA metabarcoding on the MinION against the Illumina MiSeq

platform, which is known for its higher sequencing accuracy. We used metazoan

COI mini-barcode primers to carry out DNA metabarcoding of mosquito bulk

samples caught during a real vector survey, then compared themosquito species

profiles recovered on each sequencing platform. We also tested the influence of

using different trap lures, storage methods, and pooling different specimen body

parts on the number of species recovered. We report that mosquito species-level

identifications were highly congruent between MinION and Illumina (93%

overlap). We also find that CO2 gas cylinders outperformed biogenic CO2

sources significantly, by two-fold. Notably, we demonstrated the feasibility of

detecting zoonotic reservoirs and pathogen signals frommosquito bulk samples.

We present the first use of DNA metabarcoding on the MinION for vector

surveillance and discuss future applications.
KEYWORDS

Illumina MiSeq System, MinION, Next Generation Sequencing, DNA metabarcoding,
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Introduction

Vector-borne diseases pose significant health and economic

challenges. They account for 17% of all infectious diseases globally,

resulting in more than 700,000 deaths annually (1). Mosquitoes are

vectors for more dreadful arthropod-borne diseases than any other

taxon (1–3). Examples include malaria, dengue, chikungunya,

Japanese encephalitis, Zika, and West Nile (2, 4). Such mosquito-

borne diseases also cause huge economic burdens — for instance,

the estimated aggregated global cost of dengue illness was US$ 8.9

billion in 2013 (5).

Despite recent advances in vaccine technologies, vaccines for

many mosquito-borne diseases remain unavailable (6). At present,

the most significant reductions in disease burden have been

attributed to control measures that target mosquito vectors (7, 8).

Pre-emptive surveillance and suppression measures have been

routinely incorporated into major mosquito control programs

and guidelines globally (USA: 9; Australia: 10; Europe: 11; Hong

Kong: 12; Singapore: 13; Taiwan: 14).

One of the biggest bottlenecks in routine mosquito surveillance

programs is specimen sorting and subsequent taxonomic

identification (preferably to species-level resolution). According to

mosquito control guidelines, control strategies need to be

implemented in response to surveillance results and the most

crucial indicators are the presence and abundance of particularly

high-risk vector species [USA: (9); Australia: (10); Europe: (11);

Hong Kong: (12); Singapore: (13); Taiwan: (14)]. Traditionally,

vector surveys involve several components: i) sampling adult

mosquitoes using traps like the BG-Sentinel traps, ii) counting the

number of individuals (i.e., abundance) in the bulk sample, and

most importantly iii) identifying them (preferably) to species-level

resolution based on diagnostic morphological characteristics. The

last step is particularly time-consuming, tedious, costly, and

sometimes made impossible due to several reasons. Firstly,

mosquito specimens are tiny, and identification of morphological

characteristics under the microscope is often a laborious and time-

intensive process (15, 16). Additionally, mosquito scales and setae,

which are crucial diagnostic features, are frequently damaged

during specimen handling and storage (17–20) thus impeding

species identification. Mosquito identification is also limited by

the availability and/or quality of published dichotomous taxonomic

keys and/or local species checklists (15, 17, 19). Furthermore, in

recent years, insect taxonomic expertise is becoming scarce and

requires substantial investment in training manpower (21–24).

These issues are major hurdles for frequent and routine species-

level identification, especially in many tropical countries that suffer

from high incidences of mosquito-borne disease transmission and

where mosquitoes are also the most biodiverse but understudied

(25). Such problems are further exacerbated by climate change and

the recent range expansion of invasive yet cryptic mosquito species

(26, 27), especially since most non-native species may not be

represented in local identification keys.

New molecular methods, such as DNA barcoding, could

circumvent several challenges in routine mosquito surveillance

(28). Whereas routine specimen identifications in traditional

surveillance methods are limited by the quality of samples,
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processing speed, cost and availability of taxonomic expertise or

taxonomic information, a promising alternative could be to rely on

DNA barcoding and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

technologies. DNA barcoding can be done by a non-specialist

with general laboratory and bioinformatics skills, and not limited

to someone with specific taxonomic knowledge in mosquitoes (24,

29). There are also DNA barcode databases of mosquito species

from all around the world, readily available online (such as NCBI

GenBank and BOLD Systems), which one could use as references to

attain species-level identities for some specimens. However, it is

crucial to exercise caution, as misidentified species are prevalent in

these databases and it is important to validate DNA barcodes for

local mosquito specimens together with morphological

documentation (16, 30). Researchers bear the responsibility of

diligently checking the publication record of all sequences

sourced from such databases. Developing molecular identification

tools should rely on a sequence library carefully curated by experts

in order to mitigate the risk of misidentifications down the line. The

per-specimen cost of DNA barcoding has dropped drastically since

the advent of NGS technologies, hence processing specimen-rich

samples has become more feasible (29). DNA barcoding can also be

applied to damaged specimens without defining diagnostic

characters (24, 29).

The same advantages are extended to DNA metabarcoding,

which allows the species profile of a bulk sample to be characterized

quickly (31). It is also more efficient than DNA barcoding of

specimens one-by-one (31), or qPCR which relies on species-

specific primers (32). A caveat of DNA metabarcoding is that

read abundances can be unreliable to estimators of species

abundance due to multiple sources of artifacts and biases (33, 34).

However, it can provide a list of species present in each sample (35),

which complements mosquito control strategies that are based on

responding to the presence/absence of specific mosquito species at a

location. At present, DNAmetabarcoding of mosquito bulk samples

has been tested on NGS platforms like the Illumina platforms, with

encouraging results — these studies compare DNA metabarcoding

of bulk samples with morphological species identification and

report significant overlaps in detected species composition (24,

35–37).

DNA sequencing which employs nanopore technology, such as

the MinION (Oxford Nanopore Technologies), represents a

relatively recent technological advancement. To date, this

technology has not been used with DNA metabarcoding in the

vector surveillance context. Using the MinION boasts several

advantages over Illumina platforms. For instance, this device,

which is the size of a portable USB drive, facilitates on-site

sequencing of samples. With real-time sequencing and analysis,

the turnaround time for generating DNA sequence data can be

substantially reduced (38). In addition, MinION sequencing has

also become more affordable in recent years and this enables

researchers to perform in-house sequencing studies without

relying on external sequencing companies or service providers.

This is advantageous since they usually require longer turnaround

times for DNA sequencing (from several weeks to months at a time)

(39). In the context of biosurveillance, this translates to improved,

time-efficient processing of samples, higher sampling frequencies
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and/or shorter sampling intervals as well as faster implementation

of vector control measures. It is important to note that some earlier

studies reported higher sequence error rates than Illumina

platforms (40, 41). However, such error rates are dropping with

newer flow cell iterations and library prep kit chemistries (42–44).

Here, we present the first vector surveillance study which employs

the novel methodology of combining MinION sequencing and

DNA metabarcoding to characterize bulk mosquito samples.

Besides the choice of DNA sequencing platform, there are

several components of a mosquito biosurveillance program that

often require optimization. For instance, an important

consideration is the use of an optimal source of carbon dioxide

lure for mosquito traps. Carbon dioxide is a major constituent of

vertebrate breath that plays a key role in a mosquito’s host-seeking

behavior, hence utilizing CO2 in traps increases the catch rate (45).

Microbially generated CO2 such as that by yeast, commonly

referred to as biogenic carbon sources, serves as a convenient

alternative to CO2 gas cylinders and has been shown to be an

effective lure (45). However, to the best of our knowledge, the two

have not been directly compared. Another concern in adopting a

molecular-based surveillance pipeline, is the requirements for

specimen storage and preservation. Traditionally, specimens need

to be kept dry to preserve important morphological features (23). It

is therefore crucial to avoid liquid preservatives like ethanol until

they have been identified and/or the features are no longer needed.

This requirement is relaxed in molecular species identification,

which does not rely on morphological characteristics, and it

remains to be tested if the inclusion of ethanol to preserve DNA

in addition to cold storage will improve the species detection rates.

Another consideration in DNA metabarcoding is how to prevent

specimens with high biomass or in high abundances from obscuring

the detection of rare or small specimens, due to random

subsampling at various stages of a molecular protocol (46–51).

This can occur during PCR amplification (e.g., polymerases

randomly ligating to DNA templates), library preparation (e.g.,

random adaptor ligation), and so on. Tissue types/sizes have been

shown to influence the taxon recovery rate in other arthropods (52).

The effects of unequal biomass in our samples could be alleviated by

standardizing the tissue size pooled for DNA metabarcoding — for

instance, by pooling only the heads of each mosquito specimen,

since they generally do not vary in biomass across different-sized

mosquito specimens.

In this comparative biosurveillance study, we benchmark the

results of DNA metabarcoding using MinION against an Illumina

sequencing platform. We sampled mosquitoes from an active

biosurveillance site in Singapore and used a universal, metazoan

COI mini-barcode to compare the mosquito vector detection

between sequencing platforms. This endeavor was facilitated by a

carefully curated reference library containing individual DNA

barcodes of more than 150 locally captured mosquito species.

These species were identified by expert taxonomists, which we use

as our ‘gold standard’ of reference. Notably, this is the first study

demonstrating the use of nanopore technologies and DNA

metabarcoding for surveying mosquito vectors in bulk samples.

Additionally, we assessed whether the species richness and profile of

mosquitoes detected via metabarcoding were influenced by the
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following factors in a biosurveillance workflow: (A) source of CO2

lures (gas cylinders versus biogenic sources), (B) tissue biomass

(specimen heads versus the rest of the body), as well as (C)

specimen storage methods (cold storage, with or without ethanol

preservative). Our analyses of results from both sequencing

platforms revealed a high congruence between the results of

Illumina and MinION sequencing, positioning nanopore

technologies as a promising tool for mosquito biosurveillance in

the future.
Materials and methods

Sample collection and experimental design

We conducted mosquito sampling over five days within a

routinely surveyed forest area in Singapore (Supplementary

Table 1 and Text S1), in collaboration with the Military Medicine

Institute of the Singapore Armed Forces and a biosurveillance

company (Figure 1). To test the influence of different sources of

CO2 used as trap lures, we used BG-Sentinel traps baited with CO2

released from either sugar-activated yeast in BG-CO2 generator kits

(Biogents, Germany) or CO2 gas cylinders (Air Liquide, France).

Mosquito traps were left at the collection site overnight, for at least

24 hours. Samples were kept on ice and transported back to the lab

for presorting immediately. Non-targets (i.e., taxa that are not

mosquitoes) were discarded in this process. To assess the effect of

pooling different segments of a specimen, the heads of every

mosquito specimen from the same trap were dissected and pooled

to create a bulk sample consisting of only heads, while the rest of the

specimen was pooled separately to create another bulk sample. To

find out the influence of storage conditions, we randomly assigned

specimens in each bulk sample to one of two tubes, then one tube

had 70% ethanol added to it while the other was kept dry. These

samples were collected from forested sites with limited access to

freezers colder than 0°C. Due to this limitation, all samples were

immediately stored at 0°C upon collection for less than 12hrs,

before being transferred to the research facility at the National

University of Singapore and stored at -80°C until DNA was

extracted. We expected to have 40 mixed or bulk samples in total

(5 sampling points × 2 sources of CO2 tested = 10 mosquito traps.

10 traps × 2 different specimen body segments tested × 2 storage

conditions tested = 40 bulk samples). However, one mosquito trap

was destroyed due to natural causes, resulting in 36 bulk samples

only (9 traps×2×2 = 36).
DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and
DNA sequencing

Samples were digested using Proteinase K and genomic DNA

was extracted with DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN,

Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. To mitigate

the pronounced clogging of filter columns, samples were divided

into subsamples before DNA extraction. It is important to

emphasize that this measure was taken to streamline the
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specimen processing workflow, the subsamples were later combined

since they are pseudo-replicates. The allocation of specimens to

their respective subsample tubes was executed in a randomized

manner. Division was performed in such a way that head-only

samples were restricted to a maximum of 50 heads, while body-only

samples were limited to a maximum of 25 bodies. We employed the

QIAcube Connect device (QIAGEN, Germany) for DNA

extraction, and this automated system allowed processing in

batches of 12 samples. For every batch of 12, a negative control

was included, where mosquito specimens were replaced with

molecular-grade water. After extraction, the DNA extracts derived

from subsamples were combined prior to PCR amplification and

sequencing, with one notable exception. In one of our nine traps,

the specimen count was higher, comprising 356 specimens, which is

approximately 3x more abundant than the next most specimen-rich

sample (see Supplementary Table 1). To prevent the potential issue

of highly abundant species overwhelming the signals of rare species,

each sample from that particular trap was kept as three distinct

DNA extracts and processed separately (i.e., instead of 36 bulk

samples corresponding to 36 DNA extracts, we had 44 DNA
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 04
extracts. This is the breakdown: 32 samples × 1 DNA extract + 4

samples × 3 DNA extracts = 44). Data from pseudo-replicate DNA

extracts were subsequently merged during data analysis.

All samples were PCR amplified using the universal metazoan

primers mICOIintF: 5’- GGWACWGGWTGAACWGTWT

AYCCYCC (53) and jgHCO2198: 5’-TAIACYTCIGGRTGICCR

AARAAYCA (54), which target the 313bp COI minibarcode. For

our detailed PCR protocol, see Text S2. We used tagged primers for

each PCR sample, where a unique 13-bp sequence (or tag) is

attached to the 5’-end of primers (Supplementary Table 2), to

allow for multiplexing large numbers of samples on Next

Generation Sequencing platforms (55). For each DNA extract

triplicate PCRs were performed, each with uniquely tagged

forward and reverse primers. The tags on both the forward and

the reverse primers are the same for each PCR sample. For every

batch of 96 PCR samples, a negative control using molecular-grade

water was included. After amplification, PCR products were

equivolume pooled and purified using Ampure XP beads

(Beckman Coulter, USA) following manufacturer’s instructions.

In order to compare the results of using different sequencing
A

B

D

E

C

FIGURE 1

A summary of our experimental set-up and the variables that were evaluated in this study. (A) We trapped and collected mosquitoes at active
surveillance sites in Singapore, and assessed the effectiveness of using (B) two different sources of CO2 for trap lures. Bulk mosquito samples were
sent for DNA metabarcoding, where we compared the effects of using (C) different specimen body segments to create the bulk sample, (D) different
storage methods and (E) different sequencing platforms.
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platforms, we homogenized the same pool of cleaned PCR products

by pipetting and made two aliquots. One was sequenced on an

Illumina MiSeq platform to obtain 250 × 2 paired-end sequences,

the other was sequenced on an R10.3 flow cell using a MinION

Mk1B (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, UK) and the SQK-LSK112

Ligation Sequencing Kit. MinION Library preparation follows the

manufacturer’s protocol, with some modifications (see Text S3

for details).
Bioinformatics

FASTQ files for forward and reverse reads of Illumina

sequencing were merged using fastp (56) with a minimum length

filter of ≥200bp. Sequences were processed using OBITools v 1.2

(57) and demultiplexed (i.e., assigned to PCR samples) using

ngsfilter, allowing for up to 2bp mismatches. Sequences with one

read count across all PCR samples were discarded using obigrep.

PCR and sequencing errors were identified using obiclean by

tagging sequence variants (“internal sequences”) and subsequently

discarded. Curated sequences were subjected to a clustering and

denoising pipeline using cluster_otus as implemented in USEARCH

(58). In this process, chimeric sequences were flagged and

discarded. The remaining sequences were assigned to putative

species clusters (referred to as molecular operational taxonomic

units, or mOTUs) based on a 97% sequence similarity threshold

within each cluster. Sequences were retained for further analysis

only if there were at least two reads per PCR sample, and if the

sequence was present in at least two out of three PCR replicates.

Finally, sequences with the same mOTU cluster assignment had

read counts combined. The result is a community matrix of mOTUs

× samples. To assign mosquito identities to all mOTUs,

representative sequences of each mOTU were first queried against

an internal DNA barcode library containing DNA barcodes of

mosquitoes in the region, using MegaBLAST from BLAST 2.10.0+

(59). This carefully curated library comprises DNA barcodes of

more than 150 mosquitoes captured locally and identified by expert

taxonomists (15; Yeo et al., unpublished), or collated from regional

DNA barcoding projects in the literature (17). We have tested the

effectiveness of the reference library in a proof-of-concept

experiment (see Text S4 for a brief overview). BLAST matches

were filtered using ≥ 250 bp query cover and ≥ 97% identity match

for species level mosquito matches. Finally, mOTU sequences were

submitted to GBIF’s online search engine (https://www.gbif.org/

tools/sequence-id to attain additional identity matches.

We used a simple bioinformatics pipeline for MinION data.

FAST5 data was basecalled using Guppy and the r10.3 high accuracy

model. The resulting FASTQ files were demultiplexed and

underwent quality control processing using the default settings of

ONTbarcoder (v 0.1.9) (60). To the internal DNA barcode reference

library mentioned earlier, we identified and added all mosquito

sequences from the GBIF search results with ≥97% identity match

and ≥250 query cover to our Illumina dataset. 44 DNA barcodes

from BOLD Systems met these criteria. All MinION sequences were

then BLAST matched against this final, curated DNA barcode

library. Strong mosquito species matches (≥97% identity match
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and ≥250 bp query cover) were accepted as positive detections in a

PCR sample, provided that they were represented by more than one

read. Data for the three PCR replicates per sample were combined.

We used statistical modeling to determine the effect of DNA

sequencing platforms and other biosurveillance workflow

optimizations on the eventual species richness and composition

of mosquitoes detected (see Text S5 for details on data analysis).

To assess the potential for pathogens to be detected in DNA

metabarcoding data of mosquito bulk samples, demultiplexed but

unfiltered Illumina sequences were BLAST matched against the

NCBI nt database. We used MegaBLAST to identify the top 10 hits

with e-value parameter set at 1e-5, then parsed results using

readsidentifier to obtain the best match under the criterion of

≥250 bp query cover and identity match of ≥85%. We chose

avian haemosporidians to be screened as the samples were not

stored in appropriate conditions for detecting RNA viruses.

Additionally, Singapore is a Southeast Asian rest location for

multiple flyways (61) resulting in a presence of avian

haemosporidians in avian host and mosquito vectors. Thus, the

best matches were screened using an adapted protocol (62).
Results and discussion

High congruence between
sequencing platforms

We found high congruence in mosquito species richness and

profiles (presence/absence) between sequencing platforms, suggesting

that the use of MinION for biosurveillance is highly promising.

We used a carefully curated reference library comprising DNA

barcodes of mosquitoes captured locally and identified by expert

taxonomists (15; Yeo et al., unpublished), or collated from regional

DNA barcoding projects in the literature (17). The number of species

detected per sample was similar (Figure 2D): Statistical models showed

that the sequencing platform (MinION or Illumina) was not a

significant variable in explaining species richness (p-value=0.453, see

Supplementary Table 5) and accounted for only <4% of the model

variance (marginal R2 = 0.003, conditional R2 = 0.462; see

Supplementary Table 5). The samples sequenced on the Illumina

platform exhibited only a marginal increase in the number of

identified mosquito species, potentially attributed to its deeper

sequencing coverage (Illumina: 46,085 ± 24,237 reads per PCR

sample; MinION: 17,486 ± 12,154 reads per PCR sample). However,

no mosquito species were consistently missed by either platform (see

Supplementary Figure 1). The species profiles were similar between

sequencing platforms: PERMANOVA analysis also showed that there

were no significant differences (p-value=0.962). On average, the mean

overlap between MinION and Illumina sequencing results for all

mosquito bulk samples was 93% (Figure 3, see Supplementary

Figure 1), which is a lot higher than the findings of Egeter and

colleagues (39). In their study, they conducted water environmental

DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding, utilizing bivalve-specific primers and

sequenced the PCR products on MinION and Illumina platforms,

However, they reported a mean sample overlap of only 69%. Despite

the differences in sample type and molecular protocols used in their
frontiersin.org
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study (eDNA, and taxon-specific primers), they also tested the results

of DNA metabarcoding sample mixtures on different sequencing

platforms. The most plausible explanation for the observed

discrepancy in overlap is that we used a newer MinION flow cell

version (10.3) which had lower error rates, compared to Egeter and

colleagues (39) (version 9.4). This could have resulted in fewer

instances of tag jumping and erroneous sample assignment, and/or

erroneous species ID assignment. As newer flow cells and more

sophisticated bioinformatic pipelines become available, we expect the

agreement between sequencing platforms to increase further. We

demonstrate in our study, that using the MinION and a basic

pipeline with minimal bioinformatic processing, we can attain very

similar results to that of Illumina sequencing. This finding suggests a

promising application of MinION bulk sample DNA metabarcoding

for mosquito vector surveillance purposes in the future.

Different CO2 sources had significantly different mosquito

catching performance. CO2 gas released by gas cylinders

outperformed CO2 biogenically produced using yeast and sugar

substrates, in luring a higher number of mosquito species. The

utilization of CO2 gas cylinders resulted in a roughly two-fold

increase in the average number of mosquito species captured per

sample (Figure 2A), and this trend is consistent across both

sequencing platforms (MinION: p-value<0.05, marginal R2 = 0.465,

conditional R2 = 0.646; Illumina: p-value<0.05, marginal R2 = 0.472,

conditional R2 = 0.646; MinION data and Illumina data: DAICc<2
(63); Figure 2A, see Supplementary Tables 3–5). The additional
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species observed spanned multiple genera without displaying a

discernable pattern (see Supplementary Figure 1). These findings

suggest that while biogenic CO2 sources may offer convenience in

deployment (45), gas cylinders prove to be more efficient for

mosquito trapping. One plausible explanation is that gas cylinders

release CO2 more consistently than yeast, which ferments its

substrate and result in fluctuating CO2 production rates (64).

Another possibility is that non-target taxa were drawn to the sugar

substrates in the traps, added for yeast biogenic production of CO2.

Initial, visual assessment of the mosquito traps corroborated this,

revealing that more non-target taxa were caught when yeast

was employed.

The employment of different body segments to create a bulk

sample and the utilization of different storage methods did not exert

a significant influence on species richness. Results show that

dissecting and pooling only the specimen heads to create a bulk

sample did not improve species detection (MinION and Illumina:

p-value<0.05 and DAICc>2; Figure 2B, see Supplementary

Tables 3–5). This suggests that pooling whole mosquito

specimens is as effective as pooling only the heads in preparing a

bulk sample for DNA metabarcoding. Consequently, for future

mosquito biosurveillance applications, we recommend pooling

whole specimens without dissection to reduce processing time.

Storing specimens in ethanol in addition to freezing, did not yield

a significant improvement in species detection (MinION data and

Illumina data: p-value<0.05. Only Illumina data: DAICc=1.99 (very
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

Boxplots show that only (A) the source of CO2 trap lure had a significant impact on the number of mosquito species detected from DNA
metabarcoding bulk samples (p-value<0.05). The other variables did not influence the species richness recovered significantly, including (B) the
specimen body segment used to assemble a bulk sample, (C) the storage methods, and (D) the sequencing platform.
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close to 2); Figure 2C, see Supplementary Tables 3–5). This implies

that for sample storage, freezing at 0°C alone is adequate for short-

term storage of samples (<12 hrs) which is beneficial for remote

field sites with no accessibility to more advanced infrastructure. The

efficacy of keeping specimens in ethanol at room temperature (or

warmer) compared to cold storage remains a subject for future

investigation, especially since ice and refrigerators or freezers may

not be readily available at or near survey sites (23). It is worth noting

that for longer-term storage of samples, ethanol is more likely to be

crucial (65).
Additional applications: detecting hosts
and pathogens

A number of non-mosquito detections in our study

demonstrate that identifying hosts and pathogens in mosquito

bulk samples is a possible application of the DNA metabarcoding

toolbox. Results from quality-filtered, Illumina COI metabarcoding

sequences of mosquito bulk samples, revealed mOTU BLAST

matches to Sus scrofa and Otus lettia, which are likely to be DNA

signals from the mosquito’s bloodmeals, and hence, potential

zoonotic reservoirs. NCBI BLAST matches of demultiplexed but

unfiltered data also revealed DNA signals of avian haemosporidian

parasites in one mosquito bulk sample. Although the identity match

was very low (94%), this is not surprising considering that COI is

not the most ideal DNA barcoding marker for protists (66). Further

preliminary tests also corroborated the identity of these parasites
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 07
(i.e., PCR amplification using parasite-specific primers and

checking PCR success via gel electrophoresis) (Yeo et al.,

unpublished). These unintended detections suggests that

mosquito bulk samples can not only be used for vector

surveillance, but also for detecting hosts and pathogens. In the

future, host-specific and pathogen-specific primers could be applied

to increase their respective detections.

In summary, our study investigates various factors influencing

the efficacy of biosurveillance and offers recommendations for

optimizing the molecular detection workflow, with broader

applicability beyond Singapore particularly in regions which are

lacking taxonomic expertise. We show that utilizing the MinION

and employing a basic bioinformatic pipeline yields results that are

highly consistent with Illumina sequencing, positioning it as a

promising addition to the biosurveillance toolbox. We also found

that CO2 gas cylinders outperformed biogenic sources in attracting

more mosquito species, while strategies such as pooling only the

head segment for DNA metabarcoding or incorporating ethanol

preservative for short-term cold storage did not significantly

enhance species detection rates. Finally, our study demonstrates

the feasibility of identifying hosts and pathogens from mosquito

bulk samples.
Data availability statement

DNA barcode matches to our internal, Culicidae reference

database have been published on NCBI GenBank, accession
FIGURE 3

Graphs and Venn diagram demonstrating high levels of congruence in the number of mosquito species detected between sequencing platforms
(Illumina v.s. MinION), for DNA metabarcoding of bulk samples.
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numbers OQ730546 – OQ730549. Raw sequencing data in fastq

(Illumina MiSeq) and fast5/fastq (MinION) formats have been

uploaded to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive, BioProject

accession number PRJNA956466.
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